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Boons 
Artistic: Whilst he was a member of the royal palace, Pellem learned 
to appreciate the finer side of life. Roll a bonus die when appraising 
or creating items of art. 
Trademark Weapon: When using his specially crafted mace, Pellem 
uses a bonus die. 
Flaws 
Hunted by the Witch Queen: There is a chance that agents of the 
Witch Queen will turn up whenever Pellem ventures into any city 
(roll 1 on a d6). 
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 Helmet +1 Protection, –1 Initiative 

 Mace     d6+1

 Dagger     d6L+1

 Heavy armour d6–1 / Medium armour d6–2* 

 *Pellem wears a mail shirt normally when travelling, 
 but pulls on greaves and bracers and a helmet if he knows he is 
 going into a fight. Agility modified if wearing armour.
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Pellem was once a rich lord of Urceb, 
who ran afoul of an agent of the Witch 
Queen. Manipulation of the Urceb 
royal court (and certain less than 
honest merchants) has caused him to 
fall on hard times because of massive 
debts.  

He was sold into slavery but managed 
to prove his worth to his new master as 
a warrior, and fought for several years 
in the arena. When he had earned 
enough to buy himself out of slavery, he 
tracked down and slew Uthor Kaho, the 
agent that had caused his downfall.  

The Witch Queen’s agents now hunt 
Pellem Pharn. Their instructions are to 
capture him alive for a special sacrifice  
to the Witch Queen’s dark masters.  

Languages: 

Lemurian, Kashtian  

.


